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WOMXN
An alternative term to women, the word womxn celebrates the inclusion

of transgender, intersex, and non-binary people

STORYTELLING

Storytelling is the art of using language (verbalised or abstract) and

movement to impart the concepts of a story while encouraging an

audience's imagination.

INTERDISCIPLINARY

PERFORMING ARTS

Interdisciplinary performing arts explore concepts, forms, and

techniques through a blend of gesture and movement, sound art,

dramatic art, video, and new technologies. 
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EORUM FABULA

E X E C U T I V E

S U M M A R Y

Eorum Fabula is a production house

dedicated to the creation and promotion of

interdisciplinary performing arts. It aims to

break the patriarchal barriers of leadership in

the industry and make space for womxn

creative leaders. Eorum Fabula facilitates the

creation of new interdisciplinary productions

as a means of imparting exciting, unique, and

much-needed perspectives of our world. It

gives voice to a historically marginalised

group by employing a powerful, millenia-old

form of storytelling, presented in a thrilling

and innovative way, as a compelling tool for

societal reflection and change.

Representation matters. By bringing visibility

to talented and underrepresented artists, the

organisation works to challenge established

societal norms. Eorum Fabula endeavours to

inspire younger generations to celebrate

womxn in leadership. Through the promotion

and normalisation of womxn in positions of

creative direction, it encourages future

leaders to fearlessly follow their dreams. 

For its initial cycle, Eorum Fabula will

collaborate with performing arts organisations

from Romania, Lithuania, The Netherlands and

Finland to gather an international team of

womxn artistic leaders. The creative team will

be composed of one creative visionary and

four collaborators who will be selected

through an open call promoted in the five

partnering countries. 

Eorum Fabula celebrates Italy, its birth country

and premiere location, by inviting Sara

Caneva, 28 year old Italian composer and

conductor, and 2020 nominee for the

Classical:NEXT Innovation Award, as the

creative visionary for Eorum Fabula’s 1st

edition.  Future creative visionaries will be

selected from the open call applicant pool.

The goals of this innovative project are to

raise the visibility of creative leaders, provide

professional skills development and future

opportunities, and raise awareness of the

importance of equal representation in

positions of creative leadership in the

performing arts, especially amongst the youth.

1

The organisation will enable the creative

team's remote collaboration by providing

artist-friendly online tools and opportunities

for two residence stays at The International

Theatre in Rome. The resulting performances

will have their premiere in Rome at the

Romaeuropa Festival, one of the top

performing arts festivals in Europe. A

networking event will be held after the

premiere, where artists and representatives of

performing arts venues and events will have

the chance to meet and make future

professional engagements. The networking

event is also an opportunity for Eorum Fabula

to cultivate relationships with potential future

partners and sponsors.

 Image: Canva



EORUM FABULA

NETWORKING EVENT

A post-premiere gathering will be

organised by Eorum Fabula at

Teatro India. During this event,

sponsored by Gucci Equilibrium,

programmers, journalists, promoters

and agents will be invited to meet

the team and celebrate the success

of the performance. The creative

team will have the chance to make

new contacts for future professional

engagements.

Collaboration

Courage

Innovation

Equity

Inclusion

Transparency

Sustainability

Change

ARTIST RESIDENCIES

The team will meet in person during

two residency stays at The

International Theatre in Rome, a

newly renovated artist residency

located in the discrict of Flaminio in

Rome. During these residencies, they

will have the opportunity to meet,

connect, and explore the spatial

dimensions of their creation.

PREMIERE PERFORMANCE

The performance will have its

premiere at Teatro India during

Romaeuropa Festival, Eorum

Fabula's co-producer and one

of the most successful cutting

edge performing arts festivals

in Europe.

ValuesMission Vision

PROJECT OUTLINE

FORM INTERNATIONAL 

TEAM

There will be two types of open

calls: one for the creative

visionary and one for the

creative team. Each cycle, a

different partner will have the

opportunity to select a creative

visionary from their country. The

team will be granted a

production prize of 15,000€.

ONLINE CREATION

The creative team will

collaborate remotely for 8

months.

To facilitate their endeavour,

they will be provided with

digital tools, including the

CIRcollaborative toolbox

which contains a list of

online softwares for remote

work.

Unlocking untold stories:

Advancing WOMXN in

positions of creative

leadership in the

performing arts.

A world in which

womxn feel

represented.

1
2
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Yes
90%

I've never really thought about it
9%

63%

No
15%

14%

Yes
7%

56%
Yes
21%

18%

No
5%

Perceptions and Reality of Gender Equality in Performing Arts

Leadership

Do you think representation matters

and that the stories and perspectives

of underrepresented people bring

value to society?

MIND THE GAP

Eorum Fabula researched the gender

gap within 14 of Rome's most popular

theatres for the 2019 season. While the

numbers are dismal, they reflect the

state of affairs in the performing arts

industry in general. 

Gender Gap In Roman 

Theatres 2019

Do you think womxn are equitably

represented in positions of creative

and artistic leadership in performing

arts institutions?

Do you think men are equitably

represented in positions of creative

and artistic leadership in performing

arts institutions?

In the winter of 2019, Eorum Fabula

conducted a survey on the perceptions

of gender equity in the performing arts.

With 381 respondents, the results were

clear: Audiences understand the lack of

representation of womxn.

(See Annex: 2.2, Sources: Annex Bibliography 1)

No, men are 

overrepresented

I've never really 

thought about it
No, womxn are

underrepresented

I've never really

thought about it

2
3



HOW GENDER INEQUALITY
IN THE ARTS AFFECTS SOCIETY

THOUGHTS FROM WITHIN THE INDUSTRY 

Stage DirectorFRAUKE MEYER

“The topic of gender representation in the performing arts is huge with many different

conditions playing a role. It is a psychological question of perception, but it is also

storytelling. It’s an economic question, and an artistic question. Really, it involves

everything. I think one has to differentiate between artistic work in terms of content

because, of course, the transfer and reception of artistic work hardly controls the

ultimate way in which everything works. This means that the moment Salome is

programmed for a season, we need to think. As a director, I have the story as it stands

and I can only change it in the narrative. I can hire a female team with whom I think

about what does not happen to Salome in the opera, about what we do not see or

know- how do you deal with the source material? Are there possibilities to intervene

musically? Are there possibilities to intervene in the language? Are there possible

conflicts per se in the piece to avoid, and I'm not talking about scenic interpretation. I

am talking about attacking the ideas themselves.”

ORIANNE VILMER CEO, La fabrique de la danse

“I think that women choreographers have been erased from history so there is a lack of

role models for today's artists to push them to surpass themselves, to tell themselves

that anything is possible! Moreover, in dance, as there are more girls at the beginning,

it is very difficult to make people accept these inequalities and men are often naturally

pushed because they are in the minority... Finally, of course, the fact that women take

on more household and family tasks takes them away from networking events, and also

reduces the time they really have to create and develop their projects. In La Fabrique

de la Dance we address women who are really facing difficulties that are specific to

women."

JACKIE KING Singer, Songwriter, Mother

“As an independent singer-songwriter, I’ve chosen raising a family over promoting and

touring my music. I am unable to both be the kind of mother my own mom was and

work the job (teaching private voice and piano lessons) that initially funded my

endeavors. Frankly, I don’t have that kind of energy. We tried part time daycare and

found it more hassle and money than it was worth. So, here I am, a full time mom,

writing the best songs of my life about the unconditional love I’ve learned as a mother-

songs I feel the world needs -while I struggle to find the time to record and produce

them in a tiny makeshift booth my husband helped me setup in our basement. I know

it’s essentially a choice. I care more about creating stability for my young children than

my career.I’d like to think that it will change soon. I’d like to believe that the world may

still hear my music. But, if I have to choose, my boys will be the ones hearing me sing.

EORUM FABULA 4
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EORUM FABULA

MARIA
Future Creative
Visionary

Age: 34

Gender Identity: Female, Non-binary

Occupation: Freelance Performance Artist, TV and Film Extra, Playwright,

Barista

Education: MFA- Drama, Juilliard School, RADA Residency

Location: Helsinki

Priorities: Giving voice to marginalized and underrepresented communities 

Routine: Maria works tirelessly to practice her craft both as an
actress and writer. Days: Either works on set as an extra in TV and
film production or as a barista at a local coffee shop. Evenings:
Attends performances, spoken word events, dance and movement
classes, and continues to better her Finnish by taking a private
lesson every Thursday night.
Values: Celebrating her own mixed heritage; listening to the stories
of womxn in her community and turning those stories into
monologues; keeping physically active; and staying politically
active. Maria is actively involved in community projects that support
womxn of color and children.
Social Media: Online journals, Instagram 
Barriers to creation: Lack of immediate access to funds to create
projects and pay other artists.

ALESSANDRA
Italian Artist

Age: 26

Gender Identity: Female

Occupation: Freelance Aritst in Theatre Collective, Nanny

Education: BA- Drama and Theatre

Location: Rome

Priorities: Finding venues to showcase collective's work, being able to

live off her art, being financially independent, and nurturing her

relationships and connections within the community.

Routine: Days: Nanny Evenings: Attends performances of uni alumni;
hangs out with her theatre collective, and works on their collaborations
together.
Values: Alessandra values equal rights, inclusivity, transparency,
expression through art, anti-authoritarian ideas, and collaboration.
Social Media / Communication Channels:  Facebook, Instagram,
Community boards
Barriers to creation: Lack of immediate access to funds to adequately
pay herself and her collective for their time and energies in producing
new works. Difficulty in securing high-profile theatres for performances
due to lack of funds. 

Age: 24

Gender Identity: Female

Occupation: Contemporary dancer, acrobatic

performer, teacher, event hostess

Education: Certificate in contemporary dance

from a private school in Salzburg (4-yr program)

Location: Vilnius

Priorities: Financial security, female

representation in the arts, performance

opportunities, gaining her artist status for

unemployment social security benefits, networking

Contemporary Dancer

DUNYA

Routine: Dependent upon whether or not she has a project on. Training
and practice in the studio; auditions; looking for funding and
residencies; writing applications; rehearsing for projects; and traveling.
Values:  Physical exploration and movements as a primary means in
performative arts; co-creation; site-specific works; family and friends;
and harmony.
Social Media: Facebook, Instagram
Barriers to creation: Her barriers to realizing creative visions are the
lack of financial support and contacts at the institutional level.

ANSWERING THE CALL TO
CHANGE THE STORY

IDENT IFYING THE TYPES OF ART ISTS
EORUM FABULA SERVES

AIKO

Routine: Takes children to school in the morning; reads theatre
reviews in arts journals during break; picks children up from school at
noon, and makes them lunch; engages in activities with them until
bedtime; writes, reads, or attends book club meetings or performance
once a month. 
Values: Listening; using theatre as a means of exploring themes and
dialogues that are not heard often enough; human rights; animal
rights; friendships and relationships with other womxn.
Social Media: Aiko relies on FB to find our about local events and
performances. She uses her website to promote update her portfolio.
Barriers to creation: Time, access to funds, and access to high-
profile venues.

Mother, Stage Director
Age: 38

Gender Identity: Female

Occupation: Playwright, Stage Director

Education: BA- Creative Writing, MA- Theatre

Direction, Internship as AD with two large 

regional theatre companies

Location: Amsterdam

Priorities: Ability to write, direct, and be present

for young children

5

Eorum Fabula is committed to providing an inclusive platform that benefits womxn

from a diverse range of socio-economic, racial, and cultural backgrounds.

Images: Canva
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Volunteering and internship opportunities for students

Continuous engagement on social media with a focus on womxn's empowerment

targeting younger generations (Instagram & Facebook)

Inform stakeholders of gender disparity in the sector with statistics and testimonies

through online and offline touchpoints

By the II edition, the attendance rate of audiences under the age of 25 will have

increased by 75%

By the end of 2023, 40% of Instagram followers will be under 25

By 2023, 80% of the community will be aware of leadership gender disparity in the

performing arts and state they will make a conscious effort to attend performances

directed by womxn

ACTIONS

OBJECTIVES

Partner with international performing

arts organisations to attract new

applicants, co-produce and host an

international tour

Share  celebration of creative

leaders’ success stories through

social media, newsletters, and Eorum

Fabula’s website

By 2026, 5 new performative works

will have been presented in at least 3

different countries

At least 25 womxn from Italy, the

Netherlands, Finland, Romania and

Lithuania will have participated in

multidisciplinary and international

collaborations

RAISE VISIBILITY OF WOMXN

CREATIVE LEADERS IN THE

PERFORMING ARTS

ACTIONS

  

OBJECTIVES

Professional guidance and insights

offered by founders

Provide digital toolbox for online

collaboration

Provide online resources and insights

for skill development to participants

Send direct invitations to

programmers, journalists, promoters

for performance and networking

event

A yearly networking event will be

hosted after each premiere

By 2026 introduce 25 participants to

innovative ways of live performance

creation through online collaboration

During each cycle, the participants

will practice and develop managerial

skills

PROVIDE PROFESSIONAL SKILL

DEVELOPMENT AND FUTURE

OPPORTUNITIES

ACTIONS

OBJECTIVES

GOALS • ACTIONS • OBJECTIVES

RAISE AWARENESS OF THE IMPORTANCE OF EQUAL REPRESENTATION,

ESPECIALLY AMONGST THE YOUTH, IN POSITIONS OF CREATIVE LEADERSHIP

6

(See Annex 1.1)
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With a unique focus on womxn-led creative teams, a substantial production prize provided to the artists, and a

highly-respected stage on which to premiere their work, Eorum Fabula offers participants a new way to gain

visibility. In an extremely competitive environment, artists often seek any opportunity to create which can lead

to low pay, or no pay at all. One of Eorum Fabula’s commitments is to provide as much security and

sustainability to their artists as possible.

Eorum Fabula joins a blossoming field of

organisations celebrating storytelling through the

performing arts. In an analysis of associations

within Italy, Eorum Fabula offers several points of

departure from other production companies, arts

residencies, and incubators, the main feature

being its commitment to providing artists with a

substantial production prize. Other points

where the organisation stands out include:

Production of new works; Making gender equity

or gender identity a priority; Exploration of

interdisciplinary performances; Celebration of

international collaboration and cooperation;

and featuring international artists. The value

curve (Figure 1) charts the emphasis each

organisation places on the above various elements

with 50 being highest priority. (See Annex 2.1 and

2.5) 

E o r u m  F a b u l a

G e n d e r  B e n d e r

F a b u l a  M u n d i

L i v e  W o r k s

P e r f o r m i n g  

     G e n d e r

KEY

Contributing to Progress
Competitive Advantage

7

Figure 1
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The performing arts have been in a rapid state of change over the past decade. Models for funding in

Europe are shifting from a predominantly public means of financing to a greater reliance on the private

sector. In 2019, Italy focused a larger amount of public funding to the performing arts than it had before

with opera receiving the largest subsidies. In the wake of the COVID-19 crisis, Prime Minister Giuseppe

Conte recognized the importance of a government-supported strategic use of arts and culture as a means

of driving tourism and economic growth. The organisation's approach to access to funds is addressed

through targeted and innovative funding strategies. Online tools for marketing and fundraising have also

seen exponential growth in the past decade, replacing traditional models of outreach for patrons and

growing the potential market beyond a physical location and community. Eorum Fabula routinely assess its

communication channels to reach the greatest amount of potential artists and audiences.

Gender equality is at the forefront of many

governmental and corporate strategic goals,

recognizing that a more inclusive workplace is vital to

growth and economic stimulus. Despite a reluctance

from some large institutions to take the radical steps

toward gender parity, there is a strong and vocal

movement to realize change and this movement is

having an impact across politics and private industries.

When it comes to environmental awareness, consumers

and theatre-goers are more aware of the need for

sustainable practices in the performing arts.  This

consumer awareness is having an impact on how

innovative companies are in their approach to

performance practices.

Evaluating the Landcape
SWOT and PESTLE Analysis

Eorum Fabula's  directors have a wealth of

varied experience in the performing arts as well

as strong connections within the industry, and

an immediate understanding of the need for

representation, the historical and recent trends

in production, and marketing strategies for

different stakeholders.

BY 2050, IMPROVING GENDER EQUALITY

WOULD LEAD TO AN INCREASE IN EU GDP

PER CAPITA BY 6.1 TO 9.6%, WHICH

AMOUNTS TO €1.95 TO €3.15 TRILLION.

- European Institute for Gender Equality 

8

Eorum Fabula's alliance with Romaeuropa Festival helps mitigate many unforseen issues regarding the

theatre space, publicity, and ticketing. Clear and regular communication with all stakeholders is vital to a

project that relies heavily on external agents. The organisation's internal and external plans are consistently

reviewed and updated to assure the efficient and effective running of all operations. Similarly, a

comprehensive risk mitigation plan safeguards Eorum Fabula and its stakeholders from potential

catastrophe. Diversification of funding ensures future successful cycles in the face of possible post-COVID

govenment budget cuts. The organisation prioritises positive and empowering language to highlight its

participants and the artistic contributions of womxn around the world to counter the idea that feminism is a

radical and negative notion. (See Annex 2.6)
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First Cycle July 2021 - December 2022
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Gather In
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of W
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Leaders

Project Timeline

(See Annex 3.1)
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Each year open calls for the creative visionary and collaborators will be promoted by Romaeuropa,

Eorum Fabula, 4Culture (Romania), Kone Foundation (Finland), Art Printing House (Lithuania) and

Company New Heroes (Netherlands). Each open call will be based on the creative visionary's proposal

who will have been selected one year in advance through the prior open call. A rotation system has

been put in place to ensure that each year, a different country will be represented by the creative

visionary. 

International Open Call

AUGUST OPEN CALL TEAM OF CREATIVE LEADERS 

2021

PRE

CYCLE

INVITATION OF CREATIVE VISIONARY

BY EORUM FABULA
/

2022

CYCLE 1

COLLABORATOR POSITIONS: 

FINLAND, ROMANIA, LITHUANIA & 

NETHERLANDS +

1 CREATIVE VISIONARY 2023: FINLAND

ITALIAN CREATIVE

VISIONARY,

FINNISH, ROMANIAN,

LITHUANIAN

& DUTCH COLLABORATORS

2023

CYCLE 2

COLLABORATOR POSITIONS: 

ITALY, ROMANIA, LITHUANIA & 

NETHERLANDS +

1 CREATIVE VISIONARY 2024: ROMANIA

FINNISH CREATIVE

VISIONARY,

ITALIAN, ROMANIAN,

LITHUANIAN

& DUTCH COLLABORATORS

2024

CYCLE 3

COLLABORATOR POSITIONS: 

ITALY, FINLAND, ROMANIA & 

THE NETHERLANDS +

1 CREATIVE VISIONARY 2025: LITHUANIA

ROMANIAN CREATIVE

VISIONARY,

ITALIAN, FINNISH,

 LITHUANIAN

& DUTCH COLLABORATORS

2024

COLLABORATOR POSITIONS: 

ITALY, FINLAND, LITHUANIA & 

THE NETHERLANDS +

1 CREATIVE VISIONARY 2026: NETHERLANDS

LITHUANIAN CREATIVE

VISIONARY,

ITALIAN, FINNISH,

ROMANIAN

& DUTCH COLLABORATORS

2025

CYCLE 4

2024
COLLABORATOR POSITIONS: 

ITALY, FINLAND, LITHUANIA & 

ROMANIA 

DUTCH CREATIVE 

VISIONARY,

ITALIAN, FINNISH,

LITHUANIAN & ROMANIAN

COLLABORATORS

2026

CYCLE 5

10

(See Annex 4.1)
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Human Resources Plan

Internal Communication Plan

11

The Board of Directors

Marie Luyten Julia Benzinger Ena Alva

In order to effectively communicate with stakeholders, Eorum Fabula identifies and assesses the

key values of each group and tailors communication tactics accordingly. The organisation

supports personal growth and development amongst its volunteers, interns, and staff. It

acknowledges the expertise and essential nature of its board of advisors and maintains

transparency and accountability with its funders and sponsors by keeping them apprised of

growth and impact. Highly committed to the creative leaders team, Eorum Fabula provides an

encouraging and empowering environment and advocates for a focus on representation and

expansion amongst its ambassadors. Key tactics will direct the overall approach of the internal

communications plan and a regularity in touchpoints, newsletters, online and face-to-face

meetings will sustain the organisation’s ability to efficiently and effectively reach its

stakeholders. (See Annex 7.1)

Marie, Julia, and Ena combine experience in the performing arts, multidisciplinarity, gender

equity studies, managerial skills, and educational backgrounds with their common goal to build

and facilitate the launch of Eorum Fabula. Marie brings to the table her experience as a

contemporary dancer, her education in International Business Management and devotion to

improving the working and living conditions of performance artists. With 20 years of experience

as professional opera singer, Julia offers industry knowledge and connections to the

organisation. She is committed to advocating for, and bringing focus to marginalised voices,

innovation, and scientific literacy through the performing arts. She lives in Barcelona with her

three young sons. Ena has pursued an educational path mixed between arts and social justice,

focusing   primarily on the position of women in society academically and artistically. Eorum

Fabula bases its work approach on the combination of individuals with varying fields of

expertise and perspectives, as a tool to create new strategies, reach the association's goals,

and facilitate new creative and professional opportunities womxn in the field. 

Images:  Marie Luyten, Lucas Brown Photography,  Benjamin Mate

Background Image: Canva
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Contracts

Ambitious, creative and

perseverant

Ability to lead people and

processes and comfortable

to delegate

Stress resistant and flexible

Passion for / affinity with

performing arts

Strong communication skills

Excellent organisational

and multitasking skills

Familiar with project

management softwares and

classic Office programs

Work in close cooperation

with various parties involved:

Artistic team/director to

translate the artistic concept

into concrete activities

implemented in a planning

and maintain contact with

venues, co-producer, and

residencies for technical

preparations

Plan, coordinate, delegate

and supervise the practical

organisation of the

production process

Supervise and delegate the

preparation and practical

tasks

Executive Producer

Eorum Fabula believes it is important to identify and

acknowledge in writing the many roles and tasks required to run

a successful association. After consulting with a legal advisor,

contracts including Artist Collaboration Agreements, Author

Agreements, Intellectual Property Agreements, Publishing

Agreements, and Volunteer Agreements will be drawn up and

distributed to all employees, contracted artists and workers, and

volunteers.

(See  Annex 6. 1)

 Executive Producer Job Description 

Contract Example

Contract: Full Time

Salary:  €2500/month Responsibilities Requirements
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Eorum Fabula is registered as an association in Rome. The

board of directors are the founders of the association.

They work horizontally with the advisory board following

their guidance and expertise. The directors will take on

essential roles of Executive Producer, HR and

Communication Manager and Creative Director, to launch

the project, until hiring staff to fulfill those positions after

2023. The association   values its outsourced workforce,

interns, and volunteers as an essential element for the

success of the project. Eorum Fabula also collaborates

with other entities, namely its partners, sponsors, co-

producer, and ambassadors. (See Annex 5.1)

The AmbassadorsOrganisational Structure



EORUM FABULA

Eorum Fabula means Their Story in Latin, the language of the Ancient Romans. It is

chosen here to celebrate the city where the association is registered. Their Story is a

reminder of the perspectives, interpretations, and narratives of the womxn who will

participate in the project. Eorum Fabula connects the performing arts field with

technology by implementing a new way of creating through online collaboration and

celebrating innovative performance art. The logo is made with a futuristic, modern

font to recall the connection with technological innovation. The blue and pink lines

that embrace the words turn to meet in the space in between, representing Equality

and Collaboration.

Social Media

Eorum Fabula has an

Instagram account and

Facebook page. The social

network tools are used to:

Create and build an online

community, reach out to young

audiences,  reduce distance

between the artists and the

audience, promote the project

and the performance, promote

the co-producer, and partners,

and direct followers to Eorum

Fabula’s website.

Communication & Marketing Plan

Strategies and Channels

Website

The heart of Eorum Fabula’s

communication strategy is

centered primarily at

www.eorumfabula.com. It

focuses on informing and

educating, and establishes the

brand identity through its

dynamic and intuitive design.

Visitors have the opportunity to

learn more about the

association as well as its artists

through artist bios, in-depth

interviews, and media.

Targeted stakeholders include

creative leaders, future

creative leaders, patrons, and

audience members.

Newsletter

As a way to inform patrons,

sponsors, and artists in a long-

story format, the newsletter is

published quarterly and will

feature: In-depth interviews

with artists, status updates of

production, acknowledgement

and gratitude for sponsors and

patrons, and articles

highlighting womxn’s stories in

the arts and donation links. The

newsletter apprises the major

stakeholders of activities and

perspectives not necessarily

explored in other formats.

13
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EORUM FABULA

Post-Premiere Networking Event

This informal networking event offers

sponsors the opportunity to showcase

their brand through innovative and

engaging ways such as branded AR

exhibits and themed lounges. The

interaction between artists and patrons 

brings one-to-one communication,

highlighting the impacts of the mission

and values. The aim of the event is to

promote the artists, encourage future

professional engagement for them, and

secure continued support from sponsors

and patrons.

Premiere

On the day of each premiere

performance, volunteers are stationed

at the entrance of the venue to provide

brochures with information about the

association, the artists and the

performance. Projections with

information about the mission are put in

place as an additional and more

sustainaible way to deliver information

and reach awareness objectives. The

objective is to increase the number of

the subscribers and encourage

donations.

Promotional Trailer @ Residency

A videographer is invited to the

residency to document the first

meeting of the creative team. The

purpose of the filming is to create a

trailer which will be released on

International Women’s Day (IWD) as a

promotional video for the association,

the artists, the project and the

performance. Each year IWD is a

milestone for promotion and raising

awareness.

Press & Journals

Press releases encourage dialogue with

media, journalists, and bloggers in order

to create a wider audience for the

artists and Eorum Fabula's mission. They

are posted on the website, cost-free

press release websites, and local and

online journals that fit the association

sector and mission.

Print

A limited run of printed materials will be

produced to provide information  and

sales at the performances, and for

sponsorship engagement. These

materials include: Sponsorship proposal

packets, postcards, programs, and

limited printing of Eorum Fabula

Yearbooks.

Events and Public Relations
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(See  Annex 8. 1)

snapshot of newsletter



As an organisation committed to the celebration of creativity, Eorum Fabula believes tackling

climate change will require creative efforts and initiatives from all industries. Theatre is not immune

to contributing to the climate emergency facing our planet as it relies on large uses of electricity

for lighting, tech, and climate control. Other hazards are the chemicals employed in fire resistance

for costume and set piece fabrics. as well as cosmetics; purified drinking water to maintain artist

hydration; and the transportation of international artists. By assessing the environmental impacts

created through the process of producing a work of performing arts, Eorum Fabula will address and

continuously review best practices. Eorum Fabula’s areas of focus: 

The Programming and Production 

Audience and Collaborators 

Transportation 

The health and safety of all participants involved in the process of Eorum Fabula’s productions is a

top priority. The theatre is a thrilling place in which to tell a riveting story, but without proper and

thorough systems in place for assessment and implementation, there are many potentials for

physical harm to the crew, actors, and audience. Eorum Fabula will provide a digital health and

safety packet to all employees, contracted artists, and volunteers with rules, channels of

communication, and safety procedures when in rehearsals and performance.  Some of the issues

considered in this document include conducting a crew orientation and briefing, protocol for

rehearsals in the residency and theatre, risk and hazard assessment and control, and procedures to

follow in case of accident. (See Annex 9.1)

EORUM FABULA

Health and Safety Plan

Environmental Impact Statement

(See: Annex 10.1, Sources: Annex Bibliography 8)

Some of these issues can be addressed immediately with the use of second-hand materials for costuming and

set design, employing recycled papers and environmentally-friendly inks for all communications, and an

emphasis on train transport for all artists. Environmental sustainability is a cornerstone of Eorum Fabula’s values

and attention to environmentally-friendly practices inform every decision in the creative process. (See Annex

10.1)

ASSESS

In collaboration with Romaeuropa Festival, Eorum

Fabula will assess its carbon footprint and

environmental impact by taking stock of its

activities and produts in order to evaluate better

practices

REVIEW

At the conclusion of each cycle, Eorum Fabula

will review its environmental sustainability

strategies- how effective they were, how

practical they were, and how the helped

contribute to financial sustainability

IMPLEMENTATION

Eorum Fabula will implement a series of protocols

for all staff to implement and communicate with

all relevant partners

EVALUATION

After  assessing its sctivities, Eorum Fabula will

evaluate what better practices are possible to

reduce the impact of its activities
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Eorum fabula identified the relevant technical needs and

requirements  for the different stages of creation, production

and performance, and the organisation’s ongoing operations

with the forecasted costs based on current market prices and

supplier quotes. The technical plan lists generic items such as

office supplies, personal staff computers and online office tools,

as well as technical features that are essential for the remote

and digital  collaboration environment. These tools include

online project management and virtual collaboration software

as well as editing software. 

The estimated costs for the technical production of the

performance are based on the projected scenario of a small to

medium sized performance, and are as such only provisions. The

artistic choices of theatre sets, lights, projections decor etc.

will be made by the creative leaders teams. These logistical and

technical costs are expected to be covered by the granted

production prize. (See Annex 12.1)

T o t a l  C o s t s

P r o t o t y p e  

P e r f o r m a n c e  P l a n

1 6 . 4 3 9€
R e s i d e n c y

7 . 1 4 5€
O n l i n e  C o l l a b o r a t i o n

8 . 6 6 0€
G e n e r a l  O r g a n i z a t i o n

6 . 6 8 9 , 9 4€

EORUM FABULA

Load-In

Set Build

Strike

Performance

Tech & Stage

Rehearsals

Sign-In Sheets,

Prop & Tech Check,

Run Challenging Staging 1hr,

Open House 30min,

Crowd Control,

Call Artists, Run Show,

Intermission, Crowd Control

Refer to Task Sheet

Check and Clean:

Stage, Galley, Tech Booth,

Lighting, Bathrooms, Dressing

Rooms, Wardrobe, Rental

Equip. Log, Foyer

Prop Check

Dry Tech Run

Dry Stage Run

Dress Rehearsal

Review & Fix

Lighting

Sound & Tech 

Sets

Costumes

Construction

Placement

Review of Function

& Saefty
Meet & Greet

Rules & Duties

Safety Protocols

Tour of Facilities

2

1 3 5

4 6

Initial day at

theatre

An effective logistical plan is key to the smooth-running of any organisation and each step in

the process of production for Eorum Fabula will require its own specific plan. The main

considerations for Eorum Fabula include transportation of artists and equipment, online

collaboration software and platforms, the residency periods, and the performance plan.

These plans will be drafted ahead of the cycle, with residency riders established by August

2021, and venue and transportation technical riders by March 2022. (See Annex 11.1)

Technical Plan

Logistical Plan
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EORUM FABULA

Co-producer

organiser of Romaeuropa Festival

REf 2016  - Edtiiton XXXI 

86 458 attendees in Festival Preview & Festival

42 941 tickets sold & 6220 attendees at free events

47 new productions & 63 replicas

Media Partner: RAI Play: 12.5 million subscribers; 12.4 million app downloads 

1340 media news, 200 headliners

115 000 users on www.romaeuropa.net & 40 000 users on social media
(Source: Romaeuropa Festival report 2016)

2019 viewership up 75% year-on-year with 488 million videos viewed

One of Eorum Fabula’s highest values is collaboration. All partners play a crucial role in the

formation and creation of the production. The aim is to build respectful, empowering, long

lasting and beneficial connections with all partners. Eorum Fabula establishes a

collaborative, rotating, project-building format that promotes each organization through the

selected artists who will design the production. The co-producer and partner organisations

will select the creative team, while the residency partner will facilitate the space for

creation by providing the team with facilities during the two residency meetings. 
(See Annex 13.1)

Co-producer and Partners

Co-Producer Romaeuropa Festival

Residency Partner The international Theatre

Roma

New Heroes 

Amsterdam

Kone Foundation

Helsinki

Arts Printing House

Vilnius

4Culture 

Bucharest

Feminist Futures Festival

Essen
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Graphic: Canva / Logo © Romaeuropa(Sources: Annex Bibliography 10)



EORUM FABULA

EOURM FABULA - ENA ALVA, JULIA BENZINGER, MARIE LUYTEN

(See Annex 14.1 & 15.1)
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E V A L U A T I O N  P L A N

EORUM FABULA

The three main goals Eorum Fabula has set for itself are the evaluation's plan starting

point. The organisation's ability to meet the different objectives is the key metric of the

evaluation plan. In order to measure the project’s impact and value generated for its

audiences and participants, Eorum Fabula will conduct surveys amongst its two main

stakeholders during different stages of the project’s life cycle to collect relevant data

and insights. Measuring quantifiable indicators, these surveys will also collect qualitative

data, prioritising the assessment of the depth, longevity and sustainability of the value

and benefits gained by the participants. The recurring surveys conducted amongst the

participants, before and after their participation, will provide Eorum Fabula with insights

on the different career evolutions. This will enable the organisation to assess whether

the specific social and economic changes in the participants' trajectories have been

facilitated, accelerated, and supported by the project. (See Annex 16.1)

RAISE VISIBILITY OF

 WOMXN CREATIVE LEADERS 

IN THE PERFORMING ARTS

PROVIDE PROFESSIONAL 

SKILL DEVELOPMENT &

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

RAISE AWARENESS

OF THE IMPORTANCE 

OF EQUAL REPRESENTATION
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GOAL: RAISE AWARENSS OF THE IMPORTANCE OF EQUAL REPRESENTATION IN POSITIONS OF

CREATIVE LEADERSHIP

 Increase of attendance rate of audiences under the age of 25 by 75% the second edition

 40% of Instagram followers are under 25 by December 2023

 80% of audience is aware of leadership gender disparity in the performing arts and makes a

conscious effort to attend performances directed by womxn

Check if objectives have been met

1.

How?

Internal evaluation of audience attendance rate

1.

How?

Internal evaluation (social media strategy)

       

1.

 

How? 

Yearly online survey amongst Eorum Fabula audience and community

Do you think gender equality matters?

Do you think the stories and perspectives of

underrepresented people bring value to society?

Do you think womxn are equitably represented in

the performing arts?

a)  Yes, the are underrepresented

b) No, the are not underrepresented

Do you think womxn are equitably represented in

positions of artistic leadership in the performing arts?

Which are the three main factors you consider when

choosing to attend a live performing arts event?

(multiple choice)

Would you be more likely to support brands and

companies that sponsor cultural events led by

underrepresented members of the community?

Example of survey questions



R I S K  A S S E S S M E N T

Recognising the ephemeral nature of art and that creativity involves risk-taking, Eorum

Fabula prioritises a robust risk management plan addressing operational, financial,

external, and environmental risks.  All identified risks are analysed and evaluated with

regards to probability and are treated and monitored continuously. To ensure no risk

goes unnoticed, Eorum Fabula actively involves all stakeholders working with and for the

organisation to look for potential risk factors. The organisation strongly believes that a

risk-aware team will further enhance its mission as well as build resilience. Below is a

section of the risk mitigation plan. (See Annex 17.1  for full)

Risk #1
Damage to organisations’

reputation/ Bad press

caused by ambassador,

volunteer or intern, whether

deliberately or not

Mitigation

Reputation management

guidelines

Clear description of the

ambassador’s,

interns and volunteers scope

of responsibilities and

expected representation of

Eorum Fabula in contractual

agreement

Consistent internal

communication empowering

dialogue as well as risk-

awareness

Risk #2
Injury, long-term sickness, or

other causes

hindering participation /

performance  of one of the

artists

Mitigation

Cancellation clause in

creative leaders’contracts

Health and Safety plan

stipulating all measures to be

undertaken to guarantee

safety of others and self

Performer and interpreter

understudy

Cancellation agreement with

co-producer

O
P

E
R

A
T

IO
N

A
L

Probability: Low Probability: High

Risk #5
Cancellation of expected

funding causing liquidity

problems

Mitigation

Identify dependencies in %

indication

Contingency budget of 5%

Ensure adequate cash flow

projections

Clear delineation between

expected, confirmed

and received cash flow

 In case of reduced

liquidity, the board will

donate their working hours

to the organisation

Risk #6
Change in government

policy for arts and

cultural funding reducing

availability in funding

support

Mitigation

Monitor Arts policies

Future membership of

appropriate network

organisations/umbrella

bodies

Diversify income and

funding sources

Probability: Medium Probability: Medium

FI
N

A
N

C
IA

L
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